1973 Porsche 911 - 2.4E Coupe
2.4E Coupe

Preis

USD 144 768
EUR 130 000 (listed)

Baujahr
Getriebe

1973
Schaltgetriebe

Chassisnummer

Innenfarbe
Zustand

Links
Schwarz
Restauriert

Standort

911320019*

Zahl der Sitze

4

Anzahl der Türen

2

Leistung

Lenkung

165 PS / 122 kW /
163 BHP

Antrieb

Zweirad

Kraftstoff

Benzin

Außenfarbe

Braun

Automobiltyp

Coupé

Markenfarbe außen
Markenfarbe innen

Sepia Brown
Black Leatherette

Beschreibung
- Complete body-off restauration!
- Great and last 2.4 flat 6
- Complete matching engine, gearbox and colors
- More than 40.000€ in new parts
- COA available
The Porsche passion lives more than ever before, even long after the 50th birthday of the 911! After
the launch in 1964 the 911 received something new every year till the end of the so called F-modell
in '73. The engine capacity was raised to 2.4l and there were big improvements on the chassis. This
year praised by all car enthusiasts because of the well balanced grip, steering feel, performance,
brakes and quality. For many this is the last pure 911 !
In '73 this 2.4E was delivered exactly as it looks today: Sepia Brown paint over black leatherette.Now
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this 911 has all the much loved options like the beautiful Fuchs wheels, anti-roll bar and Recaro Sport
Seats. It's a complete matching numbers car which was fully restored. New panels, paint, rubbers,
mechanics, interior,... The car has more than 40.000€ in new parts alone!
This is your chance to own a brand new 911 2.4E; just like it was 1973!
The restoration comes with a lot of photos and of course the Porsche Certificate of Authenticity. The
engine carries a lot of punch, together with the lovely handling makes this one of the best classic
Porsches just waiting for its new owner!
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